Subcommittee Report to the CSOEM

Date: January 25, 2019

Subcommittee: 16

Membership: 168 members
Voting group 1 (16A, AR, B, C, D, ST, S53, RP 59, S64) is comprised of 35 companies, Voting group 2 (16F, Q, R, RCD) comprised of 29 companies
Voting distribution is balanced with 17 Users, 12 Manufacturers, and 9 General/Others

On Roster which is a change Up or Down of: +16

Attendance: 56  Quorum (>50% voting members):  Yes

Last Regular Meeting Date: January 24, 2019  Location: San Antonio, TX

Agenda Items:
Review Voting Groups
Review Standards Matrix
Task Group status update reports: 16A, AR, AS, B, C, D, F, FR, Q, RCD, ST, S53, RP59, S64, and TR1
Update from Resource Group on SC16 common definitions
Old and new business
Announced upcoming meetings

15 total documents:

- 7 documents being revised
  - SPEC 16A: Drill-through Equipment – HPHT Annex out for 2nd ballot, closes on February 14th; Addendum 4 in comment resolution
  - STD 16AR: Repair & Remanufacture of Drill-through Equipment - Developing addendum
  - SPEC 16C: Choke and Kill Equipment – 3rd edition out for ballot; closes on February 14th
  - SPEC 16F: Marine Drilling Riser Equipment – Developing addendum
  - SPEC 16RCD: Rotating Control Devices – New chair (Micah Spahn); Request to start 3rd edition
  - SPEC 16ST: Coiled Tubing Well Control Equipment Systems – Developing 2nd edition
  - 16TR1: BOP Shear Ram Performance Test Protocol – 1st edition published in July 2018; 2nd edition of TR1 which will address wireline and coiled tubing is in development

- 5 documents not being worked (16D, S53, S64, RP59, RP16Q)
  - STD 64: Diverter Equipment Systems – Addendum 1 published in 2018
  - RP 16Q: Design, Selection, Operation and Maintenance of Marine Drilling Riser Systems – Published in April 2017
  - RP 59: Well Control Operations – Reaffirmed in December 2018; currently seeking new chairman

- 3 new documents in development (16B, 16FR, 16AS)
  - SPEC 16B: Blowout Prevention Equipment for Wireline, Coil Tubing and Polished Rod Application – Developing first edition

- 0 documents submitted to API for publication

Major Concerns (include updates on projects with significant changes in scope, changes in timing or amount of expenditure, and those with delays of 12 months or more in planned publication date):
None

Status of bolting TG recommendations:
No changes from previous status to report
Items for CSOEM Action:
1) Updated SRRR submitted for the creation of a new Standard (Technical Report) to provide direction and guidance to risk mitigation in design, installation and operation of well control equipment.

2) SSSR for 3rd edition of 16RCD
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